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TIPS FOR MANAGING – Making Baseball fun for the 

kids and building confidence!! 

 
1. Have a Team Mom/Dad 

a. Treat tickets 

i. Collect all the money up front - plan on 16-17 games 

b. Control the dug-out 

i. Sit them in batting order and ready to go 

2. Communicate through League Athletics - encourage using the SI app 

a. Make schedule changes/look for open fields for practice 

3. Field Prep 

a. Drag the field before every game if needed 

b. Use the tines if it is wet - use the drag when dry 

c. Line baselines for games 

d. Turface is NOT to be used on the Plato-Pinto field. Only at Stonecrest.  

4. Recognition/Awards 

a. Give game ball after each game 

i. Consider best hit, play in field, focus, effort, hustle, etc.  

ii. Make sure everyone gets at least one through the course of the year. 

5. League Events 

a. Picture Day – Monday April 22 at 5pm. More info to come.  

i. Wear complete uniform - no ball, bats, gloves, spikes 

b. Opening Day Ceremony - Saturday April 27 

i. Try to attend. Great baseball atmosphere and fun for the kids.  

ii. National Anthem & announce all team rosters before each game 

c. Player Appreciation Day (PAD) & Home Run Derby – Saturday June 1st  

i. Do NOT have to hit over fence to score – Free Meal for players!!  

d. All-Stars - Sunday June 2nd - Try-outs 

i. Commit to practices every day of the week except Mondays and a tournament 

4th of July weekend and the next two weekends. Need to attend all practices and 

tournaments. 

6. Uniforms & Equipment 

a. Each player gets hat, jersey, socks, belt, game pants 

b. Parents need to provide: glove, cleats (no metal), bat (2-1/4” max barrel) and helmet 

(optional) 

c. Discuss names on back and/or numbers on hats (optional) 

 

If for any reason you are unsure of any of the rules at the Pinto level, please 

refer to the Pinto Rule Book located on the ‘Information’ tab of the league 

website (www.cdbaseball.org).   

http://www.cdbaseball.org/


*PINTO DIVISION – 7 & 8 YEAR OLDS* 

 

The goal at this level is to build on what was learned at the T-Ball level and introduce kids 

to a variety of advanced skills that are required to be successful at this level and make a 

smooth transition into Mustang. This level is non-competitive but there are a few things 

you need to focus on that are important to note:  

 

• COACH PITCH first half of the season – KID PITCH is put into play during the 

second half of the season. (Please refer to the Pinto Rules for more information.) 

 

• The catcher position should not be overlooked and should be treated with the same 

importance as the other defensive positions. Learning how to catch SAFELY!!  

 

• Learning the strike zone and swinging. Building confidence.  

 

• Helping kids overcome the fear of facing a pitcher or being hit by a pitch.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TEACHING THE FUNDAMENTALS - ROUTINE IS KEY!! 

 

Warm-Up 

Always have the kids warm up and perform dynamic stretching. Incorporate some running-jogging 

and have them do stretches that are fun like “Leap Frogs”, “Reach for The Sky”, “Toe Touches” and 

“Agility Hop Scotch”.  

 

Playing Catch & Throwing 

1. Catch Routine 

a. Have kids on their knees and do Wrist flips (work on spinning the ball); Goal Post or T 

Drill; Drop and Pick-up ball; Tags with ball in glove (Slap the glove on the runner, don’t 

swipe); Long Toss; Rock the Boat Drill, Shuffle Step and Crossover.   

b. Above the belt = Glove Up – Thumbs Up / Hands are married together like Mom & Dad.  

c. Below the belt = Glove down – Pinky Fingers together, still married.  

2. Make playing catch fun like an egg toss. Start from a short distance and continue farther back. 

Soft hands don’t crush the egg!!  

3. Long Toss:  Always emphasize “short-to long-to short” when referring to long toss. The farther 

the distance, the higher in the air the kids can throw the ball and when coming back to a short 

distance, the ball is thrown more on a line. Think of an airplane’s takeoff and landing.    

4. Point glove shoulder to target. Make sure feet, knees, hips and shoulders are closed to target.  

5. Throwing hand: Fingers Up – Elbow up (Turn head, look back and see knuckles on hand).  

a. Fingers across the horseshoe (seems) of the ball.  

b. Stand at an angle when playing catch, glove side in front.  

6. Finish Throw (Glove arm to chest, chest out over the legs, finish by grazing the ground with 

throwing hand or reaching in opposite side pocket.)  

7. Most overlooked fundamental is glove hand flying out. TUCK THE GLOVE!! Once it guides the 

throw the body should naturally gravitate to the glove and force the glove into the chest. A 

good drill for this is keeping the glove on your chest when you throw and not letting it come off 

your chest.  

8. Emphasize the feet moving constantly, pushing off the back leg and not stopping after you 

throw the ball. Reinforce momentum going forward as if the ball is magnetically pulling you with 

it after you throw it.    

 

 

For more information on tips and drills check out our ‘Coaches Corner’ page 

off our ‘Home’ tab on our league website.   

 



Pitching 

1. First time pitchers are recommended to pitch from the stretch position (as if runners are on 

base). Focus should be on eyes to target. Legs apart, knees slightly bent, and feet, knees, 

hips and shoulders closed to the target.  

2. Back foot must be touching the pitching rubber (The inside part, not standing on it) 

3. Keep glove and ball hands at their sides and then come set with ball in glove at mid-level or 

where ever they feel comfortable holding that stance. Teach coming to the set position and 

holding it for a brief second.  

4. Lower Body Sequence: Lead leg comes up waist high with toe pointed down (teach holding 

this position for a brief second) - The lead hip comes forward and then strides towards the 

target (stress the importance of using an imaginary line in which the body and the ball must 

travel.)  

5. The lead leg catches the body from collapsing since the hip leads the charge.  

6. At the same time the upper body is creating separation of ball hand and glove hand.  

7. Glove hand pointing towards the target and the throwing arm going “down and around” up to 

the trigger area and firing forward. (Freeze the pitchers and you should see elbows in line 

with each other as well as the feet.) 

8. As soon as we get the ball in the firing slot our upper body-chest should be stacked over the 

legs, chest out forward with the arm-elbow catching up the upper body.   

9. Lastly, you want the body to come to that lead glove hand, connecting the glove to the upper 

body again and having the kids trying to finish the pitch in an athletic stance as if you are 

ready to field a ball hit back at you. This helps with follow thru, increases reaction time and 

decreases the likelihood of getting seriously hurt by a ball hit back to the pitcher.   

 

 

 

 



 

Hitting – From the Ground, Up  

1. Athletic Stance – Parachute Drill – Start wide and gradually move the feet in closer. This 

prevents lunging, over striding, and a lot of head movement. Knees bent.  

2. Head should move very slightly horizontally not vertically. Hands should be in a comfortable 

position where they can be brought back, up slightly and thru (loading of hands).  

3. A good drill to get the swing “on plane” would be to use a hula hoop. Have the kids feel like 

they an imaginary ring around them that they must swing around from start to finish.  

4.  Comfortable grip, more in fingers than palms (where the fingers join with the hand) 

5. Knob to the baseball first, barrel will follow.    

 

6. Drills:  

a. Thunder Stick with mini whiffle balls 

b. Sand balls 

c. Soft Toss 

d. Cage Work 

 

Infield 
1. Form: same as batting stance - jump tip - bend knees - glove off knees 

2. “Alligator” for ground balls  

a. Game: how many in a row can they field cleanly and made a good throw 

b. Short distance rapid fire and make them move 

3. Knock the ball down 

4. Charge the ball 

5. Turn double-play- to get rid of ball quick 

6. Covering bases 

7. Get ball to the pitcher asap 

8. Games:  

a. Around the World 

b. 18 outs in 18 batters 

9. Drills:  

a. 2 coaches hit ground balls - group at SS other group at 2B throw back to hitting coach 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Outfield 

1. Start with soft balls 

2. Wide Receiver Drill 

3. Use tennis balls - OF with helmets on - “catch” with helmet 

4. Throw pop ups first - then flies from IF - then from home plate 

5. Take angle to ball - Nothing gets to fence 

6. Cut-offs 

7. 2 coaches hit - drop balls in bucket to save arms 

 
Baserunning 

1. Run Through 1st - Round it - go 2 - pick up coach 

2. Relay Race - ½ on 2B; ½ on Home 

3. Steals - need sign from coach 

4. Sliding 

 

Parent Communication 
Have a brief meeting early in the season at the end of a practice. Ask that all parents attend. 
Consider addressing the following as both the coach and parent work together. We need help of 
parents to help kids improve.  
1. Always be positive 

2. The best thing to do with your player is to PLAY CATCH at home 

3. Go to the cages 

4. Don’t “over-coach” during the game 

5. Please notify the coach if you are going to miss - especially games 

 
 

Coaching Tips: 
1. Create pressure situations - players must decide in practice for it to translate to a game 

2. Make drills a competition or game 

3. Don’t “over-coach during the game 

a. Only allowed to coach on 1-2 things at a time 

4. Always be positive and give specific tips. (bend you knees - NOT catch the ball) 

5. Be sure they know that they will all strike out and make errors - how they respond to that is 

what is important 

6. Play everybody everywhere, equally 

7. Winning is important, but it is also meaningless in regular season 

8. Don’t spend too much time talking to them  

a. Show it to them - Let them do it 

9. Celebrate even small successes 

10. Learn their names and their interests 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Player Expectations: 

1. Have Fun! 

2. Try your best  

3. Always look coach in the eye when he’s talking 

4. No throwing of anything 

5. Always hustle 

6. When you make a mistake - don’t make two on the same play 

7. Never criticize a teammate - always pick them up 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


